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engineering to get from sunshine to 
electricity, and I was astonished by 
just how big and complex that makes a 
plant of this kind.

We were there at around midday, so it 
was seriously hot  you couldn't stand 
next to the mirrors for very long!  But 
it was also dusty  it is, after all, in the 
middle of a desert.  And that poses a 
huge challenge in terms of keeping the 
mirrors dust-free so that their 
performance is not affected.  That 
means they've had to develop special 
vehicles that are constantly tracking 
up and down the 120 km length of 
parabolic troughs to keep them 
sparkling. 

I am seriously delighted at this photo.  That's me and Dr. 
In short, it's not easy.  And it's expensive.  But as one of our Nawal Al-Hosany standing by one of the 258,048 mirrors 
fellow visitors said, “what do you expect with a nuclear that make up the Shams1 Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) 
reactor?” I've often described the sun as “the only fusion reactor plant in Abu Dhabi.  It will be the biggest CSP plant in the 
we're ever going to need to power the world”, and that doing it world, stretching out over 2.5 square kilometres, and 
this way is a whole lot simpler than trying to build our own puny generating 100 MW of electricity when it goes on line at 
little fusion reactors. It's still an engineering triumph.the end of the year.  Dr. Nawal is Director of the Zayed 

Future Energy Prize, and Masdar is the driving force 
And all done courtesy of Abu Dhabi's massive oil revenues  behind the many different initiatives going on in Abu 
which have inevitably prompted people to level charges of Dhabi to promote sustainable energy. 
hypocrisy against the whole Masdar initiative. What is the value 
of 100 MW of solar set against the emissions of millions of Which makes it all just a little bit weird.  Abu Dhabi is one 
tonnes of CO2 and other greenhouse gases from all that oil? of the biggest oil producing countries in the world.  As I 

was standing there, I kept thinking that in all likelihood 
Fair point. But what conclusions should we draw from it?  That there was a vast puddle of oil below my feet, just waiting to 
Abu Dhabi should stop producing oil? Let's not be too naïve be extracted, refined, shipped and burned in some of the 
here. That Abu Dhabi shouldn't do anything to promote world's ever-growing number of cars.
renewables  either from an R&D point of view or through 
schemes like Shams?  Or through the Zayed Future Energy I'll return to that in a minute.  But first let's just celebrate 
Prize, which celebrates the achievements of the best initiatives this beautiful, forceful power plant springing up out of the 
and organisations involved in renewable and sustainable energy Abu Dhabi desert.  At one level, it's all quite simple. The 
all around the world?  That would seem to be a bit self-258,048 mirrors are assembled in parabolic troughs that 
defeating. track the passage of the sun from dawn to dusk. They 

'concentrate' the sunlight onto tubes running down the 
For me, near-zero carbon electrons from Abu Dhabi is just one middle of the troughs.  These tubes are full of oil which is 
of those sustainability paradoxes that you have to live with.  heated by the sun to nearly 400° C.  Heat exchangers then 
Which is why I am looking forward to Shams 1 being the first of convert that heat into steam, which drives the turbine, 
a whole generation of CSP plants around the world.which drives the generator which produces the electricity.

It's not quite as simple as that!  There's a lot of fancy 

World's largest concentrated solar power plant
By Jonathon Porritt, Environmentalist and Writer

Jonathon Porritt, Co-Founder of Forum for the Future, is an eminent writer, broadcaster and commentator 
on sustainable development.  Established in 1996, Forum for the Future is now the UK's leading sustainable 
development charity, with 70 staff and over 100 partner organisations including some of the world's leading 
companies.
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“Sustainable Solar PV project development is a 
challenge and can be easily solved the following way if 
implemented in true spirit of Democracy with 
transparency”

nominated Banks or Institutions of INDIA or Abroad) and get 
the differential interest subsidy payable (from State of Centre 
Government with Escrow amount) per year against 
performance of the plant of having delivered the number of 
units as assumed! This will make the project developer to 

We propose : PERFORM else PERISH. If lesser energy generation, then, the 
interest payable shall be reduced. Thus, we do not subsidize the 

A 25 to 50 MW of solar PV power project + Dry grain CAPEX and invite good quality players in Solar PV Power 
storage godown to store the dry food grains as per FCI Generation. Let the developers hire competent EPC with good 
guidelines + 1 MW Biomass power plant (in the 2nd phase products within the Project Cost of Rs.8 Crore/MW. This can 
depending upon biomass availability) at every taluka. + vary every year and CERC can furnish such guidelines on 
5000 MT Cold Storage unit (in the 2nd Phase). The second CAPEX from time to time and open the market and one need not 
phase items are intentionally kept out of scope of this waste time in reverse bidding, running around the ministers or 
article at present. However, there shall be land provision Centre or State Government officers or such DISCOMs etc.
for the same to attract the people with such expertise for 
further sustainability with intrinsic value chain. Let the Village Panchayat or Zilla Parishad (District), who want 

to have power generation in their district or village, come 
Select the villages / Taluka where there is no forward with land bank and attract the investors, thus, land 

electrification or no power in the existing grid for more acquisition problems can be reduced.
than 4 hours/day from the grid line.

DISCOMS must buy at Rs.5/kwh with a PPA with 3% annual 
Chain of substations for evacuation with new grid lines to increment with a tripartite agreement and Assured Letter of 

be established along these 8 to 10 talukas by the State Credit from the respective state government. This kind of PPA 
Government with ADB funding. can be fixed for a year and let any developer come forward with 

a capacity capping per developer per year, otherwise, deep 
pocket people will only get richer. Government can promote Proposed Business Model with an in principle policy 
local entrepreneurs through “Entrepreneur Funding” policy support to attract Many Entrepreneurs in rural area with 
which is in the making for the further sustainability and for the reduced overheads for a reduced tariff:
local job creation at RURAL LEVEL. This will also ensure the 
common people to access low cost Solar PV power as early as Assumptions for a 25 MW Solar PV power project as per 
possible. With the further drop of PV equipment price, the CERC guide line on ROE, but, the rate of Interest for term 
situation will improve further with good players and with more loan (interest subsidy proposed) is assumed as 4% on rupee 
jobs, wealth creation and distribution for many Entrepreneurs, term and the loan term as 15 years. The results are tabulated 
which is more democratic with transparency. Energy Access for to know the Cost of Generation (COG) and the IRR of 12% 
ALL in true spirit.(mini) with a low tariff of Rs.5/kwh with a tariff escalation 

of 3% per year. Let the interested developers who can offer 
Since the development of evacuation facility is with State such business number can come forward so that the Nation 
Government, it must comply on time. Failure to do so, shall gets benefitted. No further REC benefits etc shall be 
attract dismissal of the local officers or their team, thus, we provided. This shall be a total cost to the government to buy 
make the local administration responsible. As the Village the power as the interest subsidy is being proposed by us.
Panchayat and ZP are involved, the cable running in many 
farms will not be a problem and grid shall be ensured with Instead of Viable Gap Funding or Capital Subsidy (due to 
redundancies to ensure power in the grid with a provision for failure of such capital subsidy for Biomass plants and to 
Hybrid mix and future growth. use the national wealth in a more effective way), we 

strongly propose an Interest subsidy to get the project 
Local government involvement will make the people aware interest at ONLY 4% (Fixed rupee term Interest rate). Let 
(expose) to elect their local representative in a better democratic the Government form / raise the Clean tech fund and pay 
environment. Land acquisition shall be through VP or ZP local the Debt fund at this rate of Interest or let the promoters 
administration as the developer need not run from pillar to post.arrange the loan (from the Government designated or 

-

-

-

VIEW POINT:

Niche 25 MW to 50 MW multipurpose solar pv (low tariff) 
power project developments at every taluka of good solar 
irradiation states of India for energy security and food security
By Praveen Kumar Kulkarni
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reduce the tariff. If the Income tax can be waived for Developers The expenses related to Taxes, duties, transmission costs 
of Solar PV power project, the accelerated depreciation benefit etc shall not be loaded to the Developer and one can further 

IMPORTANT NOTE: THE PROJECT DEVELOPERS WITH LESS 
EXPECTATIONS ON RETURN ON EQUITY WILL STAND BETTER 

CHANCE !

game (which played havoc in Wind mill without facilitate for quick redressal of the project development, 
sustainability) can be eliminated and the village level irrespective of which party in the ruling. Let the system work 
entrepreneurs with funding through national policy on and not the politics, once, the policy with principles are 
entrepreneur funding can make way for many entrepreneurs decided with no payouts as the project allotment is open for 
for the local area sustainability with responsibility, thus, the the Project developers who can show the required credentials 
project promoters will take pride in local area development. with good EPC company, Equity money in the bank with land 
Thus, with detailed calculations shared, we can create good arrangement with VP or ZP and then approach the State or 
business case to develop local entrepreneurs with necessary Central government with good quality money with necessary 
support from large EPC companies to create good quality RBI clearances. Thus, there won't be mad rush of 
national assets. Thus, there will be a very good eco system by applications, waiting for clearances from allotment 
eliminating the project award to known coterie and then department etc. There shall not be delay in sanctioning the 
selling the equity to make money without executing the debt fund as it shall be through FIs or Cleantech Fund with 
project or such corrupt practices during the award or credit line secured well in advance as the CAPEX is fixed. 
sanctioning the project etc…. Thus, money is made available Whatever savings on CAPEX, it is for the benefit of the 
with necessary security, low cost debt fund (from donor or Project Developer for their efficient project development and 
Kfw, IREDA etc) to reduce the tariff of Solar PV power. hence reduced interest burden. The company which comes up 

with lesser CAPEX or lesser loan amount, it shall be given 
Government can give a thought on this kind of business plan first preference as there is no CAPEX subsidy. There will 
preparation with clarity on numbers for sustainability (for all only be Interest subsidy and that too payable at the end of year 
RE resources) to attract SMALL entrepreneurs with after showing the generation performance and MUST be 
mentoring, monitoring to create good quality national assets reimbursed to the developer within 15 days of such valid 
with real PPP model. document submission or a LC can be ensured or an Escrow 

amount be kept.
The numbers illustrated can be debated, discussed, improved 
and then made as a policy for a Financial year for quick 
development while the project allotment agencies must 
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Important Note : International Donor Organisation, Improve Project Irr And Help In Inclusive Growth With 
Cleantech Promotion Organisations, Csr Believer Good Good Job Creation At Rural Area. (Tariff Cost Escalation 
Corporate Companies Can Manage With Irr Of 12% With Of 3% Per Year Is Illustrated For Irr Of 12%)
A Good Business Case. The Dry Grain Storage, Biomass 
And Cold Storage Units With Their Separate P & L, Will 

The author is a Gold Medalist from SLN College of Engineering, Gulbarga University. Industrial work 
experience over 23 years with PSU, MNCs. He had worked for: Tungabharda Steel Products Ltd, Hospet 
from 1988 to 1995. Executed engineering of 21 Hydro Mechanical Equipment projects. Deputed to Japan 
for 5 months as part of UNIDO program to become JICA participant-1994. He introduced CAD in TSPL 
with software programs for design of Gates, Hoists and Cranes. He was deputed to TSPL Hyderabad 
branch to assist business development of Steel Plant Equipments.  With SMS Demag India Ltd, German 
MNC), he engineered Steel Melt Shop equipments of Jindal Vijay Nagar Steel Plant. Apart from being the 
Head of Secondary refining equipments viz. VD, VOD, RH, RHOB, SMS equipments, he supported the 

pre-bid and business development activities thru ICB of SMS Demag Secondary refining equipments. Visited SMS Demag, 
Duisburg on company assignments

ALSTOM Portugal / India (French MNC) hired him as a Consultant and Part of Management team to launch Hydro 
Mechanical Equipment in India in their Baroda factory. Prepared Business plans, Export support (1ME,Owenfalls 
,Uganda), tendering support to realize and launch Omkareshwar Project. Visited ALSTOM Lisbon, France, Grenoble on 
assignments and important missions. He was a Project Manager of Omkareshwar HME (24 ME) and as Implementation 
Manager to rebuild (15ME) Alstom Baroda factory to manufacture Hydro turbines, Generators and HME to cater to their 
Indian and Export Markets. He visited USA, Russia for special equipment evaluations, purchase and installations. He was 
the Project Director of Nam Ngum, Laos HME project (10ME). Established KK NESAR PROJECT PRIVATE LIMITED to 
execute renewable energy projects on EPC basis with a collaborative business approach with Indian specific needs. His 
contact email: praveenkulkarni@kknesar.com

rate for the power used.While the technology behind solar power may seem 
 complex, when broken down, grid connect is easy to 
As all of the components in a grid connect system have no understand as it only requires a few components installed 
moving parts, you can expect a long and hassle free life from in your home or business.
your solar power system! Generous government renewable  
energy rebates mean you can also save thousands on a grid 
connect system for a limited time!  
 The sun shines on the solar panels generating 

DC electricity
The DC electricity is fed into a solar 
inverter that converts it to AC electricity.
The AC electricity is used to power 
appliances in your home.
Surplus electricity is fed back into the 
main grid.

 
Whenever the sun shines, the solar cells generate 
electricity. The grid connect inverter converts the 
DC electricity produced by the solar panels into 
AC electricity, which can then be used by the 
property/household. 
 
If a grid connect system is producing more power 
than is being consumed, the surplus is fed into the 
mains power grid. Some electricity companies will 
meter the electricity fed into the grid by your 
system and provide a credit on your bill. Other 
companies will install a bi-directional meter which 
will run backwards as your system feeds 
electricity into the grid. Most customers choose a roof mounted solar system. For 
 most of India, the modules should be south facing in order to 
When the solar cells are not producing power, for take full advantage of the sun. 
example at night, your power is supplied by the mains 
power grid as usual. The energy retailer charges the usual 

?

?

?

?

How a grid connected solar power system works?
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have shown promise in a number of necessary steps, scale experiments to support the further development of CSF as 
including water splitting, fossil fuel decarbonisation and part of the global energy mix.
conversion of biomass and organic wastes into gaseous 
fuels. Success in these areas affirms the need for larger- (Courtesy: International Energy Agency)

He has more than two decades of experience as a journalist and a writer on Energy and Environment 
subjects, interacting with energy sectorsboth conventional as well as non-conventionalin India and the 
Kingdom of Bahrain. In the Eighties, he was the Bahrain Correspondent for 'Middle East Electricity' 
magazine published by Reeds, U.K. He also worked as the Media Manager (India) for Washington, DC-
based publication 'Business Times' which promotes India's commercial interests in North America. He was 
also the editor and publisher of 'Sun Power', a quarterly renewable energy magazine during 1995-2002. 
His contact email address: moothedathramanathan@gmail.com

“Hybrid technology systems combine two or more 
technologies with the aim to achieve efficient systems. 
Possible combinations are: wind-solar photovoltaic 
(PV) hybrid systems, wind-diesel hybrid systems, fuel 
cell-gas turbine hybrid systems, wind-fuel cell hybrid 
systems, etc. (see the short descriptions below). Hybrid 
systems combine numerous electricity production and 
storage units to meet the energy demands of a given 
facility or community. They are ideal for remote and 
isolated applications such as communications stations, 
military installations, islands and rural villages”

transistors. The PV modules can be wired together to form a PV 
array, which increases the available voltage and increases the 
available current. However, the power produced is the same in 
both combinations. A typical PV module measures about 0.5 
m2 and produces about 75 Watts of DC electricity in full 
sunlight. 

Overcharging of a battery by the PV array and wind turbine is 
prevented through a charge controller regulator. Most modern 
controllers maintain system voltage regulation electronically 
by varying the width of DC pulses sent to the batteries through a 

phenomenon called pulse width modulation (PWM). Backup Wind-PV hybrid system
power resource can be maintained either from a generator or 
from the utility grid when too much energy is consumed or In this combination, the wind/engine generator acts a 
when there is not enough electricity generated from the wind-backup supply for the AC (alternating current) loads which 
PV hybrid system.can be supplied directly to the load without the use of 

inverter units; the electricity generated from PV is DC 
(direct current) by nature. A wind-PV hybrid system is Wind-Diesel Hybrid Systems
composed of the core part constituting of PV modules and 

This combination enables the use of a renewable energy source a wind turbine, a DC-AC inverter, batteries, a charge 
in remote and isolated areas, where the grid structure is weak, controller regulator, and a backup power resource for 
insufficient or even not existing, and the cost of energy often battery storage systems. PV modules convert sunlight into 
constitutes a considerable part of the local economy. By direct current electricity and they operate using the 
connecting a wind turbine to a diesel generator back-up system, semiconductor principles that govern diodes and 

A look at the history of hybrid technology systems worldwide
By Staff Writer
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